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“Proudly redefining the
recruitment experience, one

person at a time”
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What we do
We are dedicated to pairing high-quality candidates with exceptional
opportunities.

Our aim is to deliver outstanding customer service and build robust,
long-lasting relationships with our clients.

Amongst us, we cover interim, FTCs, and permanent roles across both
junior and senior markets, encompassing financial and professional
services as well as everything within commerce and industry.

Our specialities

Payroll Administrators

Payroll Analysts

Payroll Specialists

Payroll Managers

Payroll & Benefits

Managers

About the team

Getting to know candidates and clients is the
aspect of recruitment we enjoy the most. We
prefer to work in an open and honest manner,
checking in regularly, fostering relationships,
and eventually forming friendships. The bonus is
that this approach enables us to recruit more
effectively.

Heads of Payroll

Payroll Project Managers

Payroll Director

Payroll Implementation

Consultants

Matthew Robinson
Senior Human Resources Business Partner 

I have had multiple dealings with Sam as a candidate in the last
few years and she has always been helpful in the advice she has
given me. Sam is one of those rare recruiters that takes the time
to listen and truly help her candidates as opposed to so many
other recruiters that try to rush candidates off the phone. A
fantastic recruiter that I hope to work with again in the near
future.

Stacey approached me for an opportunity which materialised
successfully. Stacey was very helpful and very effective
communicator. Despite, some personal issues that I was
addressing at the time, she kept the engagement very much
alive. Great at what she does and keeps you updated all the way
and follows through. Great experience.

Amir Danny
Group Finance Manager at HG Group

What our clients say




